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THE VIOLIN SOHAJ:'AS OF JEJ.JT L4.RIE LECLAIR 
I. Life of L~clair 
Delicate and decors.tive as the lace patterns he designed, , 
is the music of Jean Marie L~clair, He was born in Lyon, 
France, May 10, 1697, and the atmosphere of elegance and 
light gaiety which from childhood surrounded him, breathes in 
his violin sonatas, 
Tile eldest child in a family of five boys and three girls,' 
, 
Leclair pursued his father's trade as a lace-~~ker. At the 
age of nineteen, when he was married to l!.arie-Rose Castagnie, 
i 
'1 he was so proficient at his trade as to be cs.lled a "master 
lace-maker." 
, 
As a boy, Leclair was also interested in dancing, and 
made his debut as a dancer while still in his early "teens." 
Violin music at this first public appearance, in the city of 
Rouen, was provided by Dupre, who later became the famous 
! il dancer. During this performance both young men becwne dis-
~ satisfied with the other's talent, and from that moment they 
!I 
'1j resolved to trade places, 
!, 
<1 Ll3cleir was an apt violin student. Uot more than five 
'I 
·i or six years after his debut as e dancer be performed s.s both 
,i 
·I dancer and violinist wi tb a mwber of other artists eneaged at 
',1 the opera in Lyon. Very likely L~clair' s father, Pierre, was 
d i! 
-r ~. -"~·· ·"· -···~o-•. , .• ,., 
'\ II 
" 
1 
• 
• 
his first violin teacher, In fact, five of the children be-
came violinists. (In his marriage record Pierre L~clair is 
given the title 11 symphonist, 11 )1 
Up to the time of his marriage and even for a while after,! 
Leclair is se.id to have ma.de his home with a foster mother, 
lT.le, de la l!.esang~re Vla.s passionately 
i,:ll ~ 1'.me. de la ~:esangere,2 
:I· 
'· 
devoted to music. ~he was a harpsichord pupil of Couperin; 
il in fact, Couperin named one of his compositions "La Mesang8're."3 
' I' 
II 
!, 
II 
She was connected with a great many musical activities which 
marked the beginning of Louis XV 1 s reign and aided several 
young artists,4 
I 
" 
1\\ost historis.ns, hov1ever, doubt that 1'.me. I\ese.ngere gave 
II this type of assistance to Lflcleir, since his first book of 
~ 
~ I sonatas was not dedicated to her although it was the custom in those days to dedicate one's first works to his benefactor, 
In 1722, L~clair went to Turin to become first dancer 
and ballet-master at the Turin Theater, Here he wrote three 
interludes to be played between the acts of an "opera seria." 
He returned to Paris in 1723. During this year he com-
pleted his first boolc of sonatas for violin alone with figured 
:r 
ii 
1! I Lioner-De La "Laurencie, L •flcole Francaise p~ Violon, 
j 
I 
p. 273,Librairie Delaer&ve, 1922 
2 Ibid,, p. 270 . 
3 Book II, Op, 10 , 
4 The harpsichordist Simon was reared by !.'me. }!esangere 
and he dedicated to her "Pieces de Clavacin." 
2 
• 
tl 
~~ h::::"~";;,_;, ,;;;", work ''"' do<lloo ;;~ ~ ~: ". Bonni or, troomor-
1 general of the states of Languedoc, a patron whom he met in 
I Paris, He expressed his gre.titude to !fl. Bonnier in the follow-' 
I 
li il ,, 
II 
II 
ing dedicatory letter: 
Sir, 
"J:he work which I am giving to the public is the 
fruit of a leisure which I ov.:e only to you, I 
should have, perhaps, restricted myself to trying 
in secret my skills. I know t~at it is dangerous 
to flatter oneself on account. of one's ovm works, 
and to give up too soon to the impatience of shovring 
the:r. on that grand day, But these considerations, 
Sir, are not stopping me, and I have consulted on 
this occasion, only the emotions of rny heart. New 
efforts, supported by a long experience, vrill per-
haps one day assure me of the approbation of the 
connoisseurs. Today, I seek only to show myself 
worthy of your kindness by hastening to exclaim my 
undying gratitude, and to render to you this public 
acknowledgement of profound respect with v:hich I am, 
Sir, your very humble and obedient servant. 
Lflclair. ~ 
',,, , Leclair lived near this patron for at least two years. 
II 
'lhen, 
,, 
:1 
l\ 
il 
!I 
~ 
fl 
!I 
'• 
in 1726, he went back to Italy; first to Milan and then to 
Turin. Here he heard the Royal orchestra under the direction 
of the celebrated violinist Giovanni Battista Somis. It was 
not lon(' before he was taking lessons from Somis; and his 
technique was e;reatly improved during his two-year stay in 
Italy. 
In 1728 he returned to Paris and at Easter he distin-
guished himself with a brilliant debut P.t the Heligious Con-
certs directed by Philidor. The rest of this year brought him 
a series of successes as a virtuoso. In August he played with 
3 
• 
I 
!i 
!i 
'I :, 
,, 
il 
,, 
:I 
II 
the famous flutist, Blavet. 
L1:iclair 1 s second book of sonatas for violin alone was 
published in 1728. 'l'he frequent use of double [:tops in this 
second collection shows the technical improvement he had made 
under Somis. The book was dedicated to :r::. Bonnier, son of 
the financier who had helped L(lclair with his first book, but 
who had died two years before the publication of the second 
book. M. Bonnier carried on following his father's death; he 
lodged teclair and helped him financially. L6clair's refined 
manner and good taste, which are also expressed in his music, 
come to the fore in this second dedicatory letter: 
Sir, 
I know that your generosity does not demand 
its recipients to show their gratitude; but v:ould 
I be without reproach in the eyes of the public if 
your name did not appear on the frontispiece of my 
works? The emotions of the heart are not less nec-
essary to obtain one's corr.mendation the.n the attain-
ments I have made under your auspices. The favors 
v:hich you have bestowed have tolerably furnished 
the world with talented persons: the extension of 
your vision e.nd the refinement of your taste. I 
am with respect, Sir, your very humble end obedient 
servo.nt. 
From 1728 until 1736 he was busy in Paris, winning bril-:1 il 
i 
H liant successes as violinist at the ''Concerts Spirituels.'' 
11 
!I 
f From 1736 to 1743 he was concerned with teaching violin v.nd 
with the publication of his works. His third book of sone.tas 
\\'aS printed in 1734 and dedicated to the King of France. The 
fourth book was published in 1738 and dedicated to the Princess; 
of Orange. 
4 
• 
• 
Leclair visited the court of Don Philip of Spain at 
Chambery in 1743-44. It was just three yesrs after this, in 
I 
1747, that his opera "Scylla et Glaucus" was performed in 
j
1 
Paris. There is no record of later performences. 
! 
I 
,I 
II 
!r I< 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
!I 
II 
!I 
' I 
I 
' i 
,, 
~ 
!I 
" II II 
I' 
!I 
'I ,, 
" ' 
tj.o• 
;I 
,I 
' !j 
In 1748 the composer-violinist became concert-master in 
the private orchestra of the Duke of Gramont. Here he wrote 
various ballets and divertissements. The last years of his 
life were spent in teaching and composing. In the fall of 
1764, at the ae;e of sixty-seven, he went to Holland to hear 
the famous violinist, Pietro Locatelli whose works greatly 
influenced L~clair. On the return trip to Paris (October 22, 
1764) he was assassinated for unknown reasons. 
5 
) 
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: II. DEVELOF!.'E1TT OF VIOLin liUSIC FRO!: 1500 TO T!!E TIJ:.E 0~ !-.!'!,G_LAIR 
·• i -- ------
• 
! 
I 
I 
It is believed by a great many people th~t the music of 
the sixteenth century was entirely vocal. ~his is not true 
although the standard musical form at the beginning of the 
century was the "chanson" or 11 canzone," which was a folk song 
melody usually given to the tenor, and accompanied by the 
I 
other three voices. EVen though this form was originally in-
li tended for voices, it was not long before the four parts were 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II ,, 
!I 
II 
" 
I' II 
II 
II 
.. - '- ~ -
played by viols, either to accompany a solo voice, or as a 
purely instrumental piece. At the becinning of the seventeenth! 
century a ca.nzone was as "apt" to be for strine;ed instruments 
as for voice. In madrigals of a little later period (VIhich 
were an outgrov. th of the canzone) com.Josers often describe 
them as "apt for voices or viols. "1 
A. Sonata da Chiesa and Sonata da Camera 
The word "sonata" did not make its appearpnce until the 
end of the sixteenth century, in Venice. This term v;as em-
ployed for compositions which were for instruments and not 
1 Edward J. Dent, Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber 
Music, Oxford University Press, 1929 Edition, PF· 238, 239, 
6 
• 
• 
!I 
il .l.~ 
[ voices, 
I 
II 
II 
I 
particularly compositions composed for church. However:, 
the main function of instrum.ents v;as to play for dancing, and 
:, 
eventually the term "sonata" vras applied to this type of music,1i 
'Ihus evolved the two terms, sonata da chiesa (church sonata), 
and sonata da camera (chamber sonata), 
The sonata da camera at first consisted entirely of dance 
tunes~ and since a dance tune had to be played over and over 
again, it was natural for the musicians to improvise variations, i I ~ we find many examples of these variations in L~clair 1 s sonatos, 
!I 
I' 
!I 
!! 
II 
•I 
lr 
,I 
i 
il 
!i 
:I il 
' 
Both the sonata da camera nne'. the sonata da chiesa have 
' four movements in the following order: slow, fast, slow, fast,' 
'I'he true church sonata has no dance titles for the movements, 
althoush quite often the last movement resembles a ~itue or 
courant e. 
, 
Leclair likes to combine the sonsta da chiesa Hnd 
sonata da camera, and all of his sonatas have at least one 
dance movement, 
B. Cyclical Treatment from 1600 to 1728 
l. Examples from -;:QrEs of Paul--relir], 
The movements of Leclair's sonatas are very forcibly tied 
together by a unification of thematic material. In other v;ords, 
Leclair used material from the theme of one movement to write 
other movements, This cyclical treatment was used at least 
one hundred years before L~clair, For instance, in the 
Variation Suite, no. 3, by the Austrian composer, Paul Peurl, 
composed in 1611, each movement borrows from the first 
7 
• 
• 
il 
!I ,, 
'I )! 
!I ~ I• 
! 
!J 
II 
' I
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II II 
!I 
I! 
.j 
:I 
! 
il• 
" 
!I 
i\ 
:1 
,, 
I, 
i 
II 
! 
I, 
theme,l 
·-
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Incredible .as it may seem, Paul Peurl, in 1625, even 
wrote a set of thirty pieces, each one borrowing material from 
the opening theme. 2 'The themes in all the pieces are similar, 
both rhythmically and melodically. 
2. Examples from Viorks of Johann Rosenmihler 
• 'f 
I 
Another composer of the seventeenth century who used the 
cyclical idea is Johann Rosenmiiller (1619-1684) of Wolfenbuttel) 
Germany. The follovling examples from one of his sonatas for 
" 
i 1 ,, Vo • 
1 K. Geiringer, 
70' pp. c, 7. 
in DenkmAler der Tonkunst in Oesterreich, 
2 Ibid. p. 63 
l 
8 
9 
two violins and bass, illustrate his use of thematic unifica-
tion. 
·• 
li 
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Examples from Works of J,rcane;elo Carelli 
An excellent example of cyclical treatment is found in 
Op. 5, Sonat; VIII, by the great Arcangelo Carelli 
I ( 1653-1713) • ' 
[i ~ 
,
1
1 Leclair has been called the ":French Carelli" by music histor-
\,.ians. 
ll i £3+.3 - s.. ..... -t ... ~' Dp• f>. c.o l--e. II i. 
' :1 
.f.,."-,.10 p 
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L(Jclair, following Carelli, and in many respects influ-
'i 
'I enced by him, also used the cyclical idea very extensively. 
'il Below are two examples from his sonatas. 
! 
Other examples of 
cyclical treatment in L~clair 1 s sonatas will be found on page 
----~=---·--"-""-~---~--~-·-: 
.. 
I 
12 
.. , 
13 
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III. COl.'FOSl;,RS IEJ:'LUEECD!Cl LECLAIR 1_ S STYL_E._ 
A. Somis 
For two years after completing his first book of sonatas, 
L~clair studied with Giovanni Battista Somis, It is natural 
that the style in his subsequent books should reflect Somis' 
teaching. His individual style of composition is retained but 
his growth as a violin virtuoso is apparent in the use of 
! double-stops and more advanced bowing. A device he seems to 
have borrowed from Somis is the familiar sixteenth-note 
figure embellished by trills.l 
fA.. -!A.. 
J"j..-.-_--._, J:l J 
The sonatas of his next three booWsare more difficult to 
perform and give ample justification for L~clair's reputation 
as a superb violinist. 
B. Locatelli 
Pietro Locatelli and Arcangelo Corell!, with whom he did 
not actually study, but whose works he knew well, exerted an 
even stronger influence than Somis upon L~clair. From 
,! Locatelli, L~clair borrows the figure of two thirty-second 
notes followed by a dotted eighth-note, which is similar to 
the sixteenth-note figure of Somis. Locatelli used this 
1 Lionel De La Laurenc1e, L'~cole Francaise de Violon, 
Vol.I, p. 319. 
14 
.. 
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ti 
II 
i/ 
i· 
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An example of its adaptation by 11 thematic tool repeatedly. 
1 ... ~1 Lllclair is found in the Allegro 4/4 of Sonata IV, Book II, in , which he uses the same melodic material with a different 
I 
il rhythmical application. 
il A1:1e..i":r:o • -s=:::~.:l I ..,. (1.) 
:i 
II II 
il 
'I 
il 
i' 
II 
1. 
-~ + 
L 
I 
, 
Comparison of Locatelli's Compositions with L~la!r's 
Notice the similarity between LElclair's use of this 
:I figure and the following examples from the composi t,,ions of 
I 
il Locatelli. Following is an example from Sonata II in a book 
'I 
I' 
rl 
,'( 
of twelve sonata da camara: 
'I 
~ 
:I 
il 
t::. ><. • <o - ~l':l.cia..b:te.. 
~ ,.....---..... ~~ r,-,.., 
'* 
"'f!..k ....... ~r" _ .... ,. .,,.. 
Qb.ata. j~Df; 
' ' '' - ' ' 
. tnpAre w&ifi"E;t.5 
Another example is found in Sonata IV of the same book. 
E'. '!C.'(- a.nte.- Jo:J'\.O.'t'a. -;No.-±. o11-{' 
<r- ,.--...., ~'"~ -h. •• $ .-;" • .._ -r-_ ""fL ,._ 
' 
., 4f<-
<It( ~ t-
---- --
- ---- .. --
-
' ' 
-----------
1 (+) marl{ used by L~clair for trill. 
15 
:.___I, 
Locatelli also influenced L~clair in the use of continuous'! 
trills, Compare the following passages from the Vivace 
4l Sonata VII by Locatelli, with the Vivace from Sonata IX, 
Book IV of Lfclair, 
~-' r.x .8 -ViVa.ceJ-..LbJ:>a:ra-, -No."l. -z:.oca.~c.1:1..>. - ----- --- -
-tr. t;..-
.. ,,, .· .. - -if. ~- :- ::-· -¥· f: i'r"f - .· - ---~- -- ... ;.;~ 
-
.. 
:;:r •J 
0 
; .. _ .Vi.va.ce-- J'ona.-!a. No.9.~~ .r.v; .Lee fa 1 r 
.!t· "'~ ~ \-,.-. ~ t t" :i ~~--
I 
It is also interesting to note that the key signature 
"-
" -
• ~ 
is the same in the preceding and following examples, although 
• 
'! the earlier composer, Locatelli, places his sharps in a 
;I 
i 
·! 
i 
peculiar position. 
Another similarity in the compositions of these two men 
is in the use of arpeggio passages covering the entire range 
:; of ·the violin • 
---- ---~-----------------
---· 
Compare the passage from Locatelli with that of Leclair. 
16 
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C. Corell! 
1. His Four Books of Sonatas 
Arcangelo Corelli (1653~1713), who influenced L€clair 
strongly, published his first set of twelve sonate de chiesa 
for two violins in 1681,1 Corelli's sonatas have no dance 
movements, but consist of an introductory Grave, an Allegro 
of serious character, generally in 4/4 time, an Adagio, 
generally in triple time, and a final Allegro which is often 
in 6/8 time. 2 
Corelli 1 s Allegros are always contrapuntal, but not in 
strict fugue form. The final lively rhythmic movement is not 
far removed from a gigue. In these sonate da chiesa the ~ li movements are quite long. 
I• 
The second set of sonatas 
'I ]: 
n 
li 
1, 
~ 
il 
,I , 
(published 1685) consists of chamber sonatas and shows quite 
a different style, The movements are invariably dance 
movements, and much shorter. Corelli still maintains a short 
introductory Grave in many of these sonatas. The movements 
II 
IJ· also are not so contrapuntal as in his first set; like 
!,1 ~clair's, they are divided into two halves by a double bar 
with repeats. The twelfth sonata of this second book has 
1 3, 6, 12, 24, have always been the numbers of works 
,, publ1~}1e8oE~m:t;aBj2~~~"{~1c Survey of Chamber llusic, 
f:-' 
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just one movement, a chaconne on a ground bass. L~clair 
seems to imitate this in Book III, Sonata 12, in the fourth 
movement, which will be discussed later • 
Corelli 1 s third set is again in the church style. 
The fourth set contains sonate de camera, and in this 
set the first violin takes precedence. This pointed to a 
decline of the sonata for two violins. All four books of 
Corelli were written for two violins and continuo. His 
fifth set (1700) was written for violin alone. 
2. Co~arison of Corelli's Sonatas with L6clair 1 s 
Corelli, like r!eclair, revelled in VTriting melodies with 
very ornate, lace-like embellishments. Typical is the excerpt 
from Op. 5, Sonata I, by Corelli. Compare this with example i 
ll (n) by L~clair. 
il 
II 
:I 
,, 
,i --,,-~;LE;~-:_:i.=so>,~a:.i.~- :z-::--~"A,.-c:-a~{_cJ~-= ~by e.-i ( t:_~: -~- :-==------~::::-_:_ 
' 
, -~§Jl-~-rs~ ~r~~:=~----:---~~~.~~==- --=~=~~~}_ --~:-~:~~·~---_ I 
r:;::elod..y ..,;n. ... t C.ol-~lli'J: ~,.. b~l_'·· .. hw._e"'\1-..s 
c..,.,.. p ,..,.~ .., it\. e."(. a. .....pie 01. 3 (led i!>~ r) 
··-·-····-------- -- --------~-~-
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II Another characteristic of both Corell! and Leclair is 
:I li the fugue style of many of their "Allegros". Corell! 
~ , ii follows the fugue form closely, while Leclair starts many of 
il 
:1 his Allegros in fugue style but as they progress treats them 
~ in a much freer style. Neither composer adheres strictly 
Illustrating this fugue style 
is the following excerpt from the Allegro, Op. 5, Sonata 
IV, by Corell!. 
-------- ------------'----
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Compare the foregoing example with the Allegro from 
, 
Leclair ends this movement with one of the episodes, 
I! never restating the original theme. !I 
,, 
I Corelli's senate de chiesa are strictly church sonatas 
and include no dance movements. All except five of the first 
movements of corelli's twenty-four sonatas in Books I and III 
are in a slow tempo, either Grave or Largo. / Leclair in all 
his forty-eight sonatas has only five first movements in 
fast tempo. If the sonatas are senate da chiesa, Corelli, 
in the titles of his movements, holds strictly to tempo 
markings, but if the sonatas are senate da camera, the 
movements are marked with dance titles. In Book I, sonata I, 
'! 
I 
:i 
:l--
' 
ii 
,I 
ii 
'I 
' ,, 
i[ 
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II 
I 
for example: Grave, Allegro, Adagio, Allegro. L~clair on 
the other hand, includes dance movements in all of his 
sonatas. None of his sonatas seem to be strictly in church 
style. In Book I, Sonata I, the following markings are 
found: Adagio, Allegro-Allemanda, Aria Grazioso, Gigs. 
(Allegro). Corelli includes two dance movements in all his 
"Senate da camera". He also has a prelude before each 
senate da camera except two. Leclair uses no prelude. A 
comparison of the movements f·P.om sonatas by Corelli and 
Ltlclair as listed on pages 22-24 
this difference in their style • 
will further illustrate 
21 
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~List of L~clair and Carelli Sonatas 
il 
II 
~ 
1: 
Corell! - Bk. I - Sonate 
de. chiesa 
II 
.I 
Sonata 
li 
'I 1, 
~ 
ll 2. 
lj 
li 
ii :;. 
:: 
li 4. 
i\ 
li 5. 
•) ~ 6, 
' i) 
- ~-
F maj, Grave, Allegro, 
Adagio, Allegro. 
E min. Grave, Vivace, 
Adagio, Allegro. 
A maj. Grave, Allegro, 
Adagio, Allegro. 
A min. Vivace, Adagio, 
Allegro, presto. 
Bb maj. Grave, Allegro, 
Adagio, Allegro. 
B min· Grave, Largo, 
Adagio, Allegro. 
C maj. Allegro, Grave, 
Allegro. 
,, 
il 
I' ,I "' Leclair - Bk. I 
II 
il 
sonata ., •I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
e. 
g, 
A min. Adagio, Allegro-
Allemande, Grazioso-Aria, 
Allegro-Giga. . 
C maj. Adagio, Allegro-
Corrente, Grazioso-Gavotta 
Allegro-Giga. ' 
" .!( 
il 
il 
:I 
II 
ll 
I 
Bb maj. Adagio, Allegro, 
Largo, Gavotte.. 
D maj. Adagio, Allegro, 
Andante, Gavotte., Minuetto 1 
A maj. Allegro, Sarabande ' '\. 
Giga (Presto). ' 
E min· Adagio, Vivace, Aria 
Allegro. ' 
F maJ• Adagio, Allegro (Allemande}, Aria, Giga 
(Allegro). 
G maj• Largo, Vivace, 
Musette (trio), Gavotta 
(Allegro). , 
A maj• Adagio, Allemande. .I 
(Allegro), sarabande (tar o) •• 
Allegro ma non :Fresto. g • · 
D maj• Adagio, Allegro, 
sarabande (Largo), Alle 
Bb maj• Vivace, Gavottagro, 
(aratioso), Giga (Allegro) 
B min• Adagio, Allegro ma • 
non troppo, Largo, Alle 
ma non troppo. gro 
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Carelli - Bk. II - Sonate 
da camera 
Leclair - Bk. II 
Sonata Sonata 
1. D maj, Preludio, 1. 
Allemanda, Corrente, 
Gavotta, 
2, D min. Allemanda., 2. 
Corrente, Giga. 
3, C maj. Preludio, 3. 
Allemanda, Adagio, 
Allemanda., 
4, E min. Preludio, 4. 
Allemanda, Grave-Adagio, 
Giga. 
5, Bb maj. Preludio- 5, 
Allemanda, Sarabanda 
Gavotta. 
6, G min. Allemanda, 6, 
Corrente, Giga. 
7, F maj. Preludio, AllemanQ!.7, 
Corrente, Giga. 
8, B min, preludio, 8. 
Allemande, Sarabanda, 
·· Ge.vott.a. 
i! 9, F# min, Allemanda, 9, 
Sarabande., Giga. 
10, E maj. Preludio, Alle- 10. 
m~nda,Se.re.be.nde., Gavotta. 
11. Eb me.j, Preludio, 11. 
Allemande., Giga. 
12, G maj. Ciacone.. 12. 
E min. Adagio, Allegro ma 
poco Sarabande. (Largo), 
Allegro (Altro). 
F ~Ej. Adagio, Allegro rna 
non troppo, Adagio, Allegro 
ma non troppo. 
C maj. Adagio, Allegro, 
Largo, Giga (Allegro rna 
non troppo) • 
A rnaj. Adagio, Allegro rna . 
non troppo, Aria (Gratioso), 
Allegro Assai. 
G maj. Andante, Allegro me. 
poco, Gavotte. (Gratioso), 
Allegro Assai. 
D me.j, Adagio-Allegro me. 
poco, Largo, Allegro ma 
non troppo. 
Bb me. j, Larl.'o, Allegro rna 
poco, Aria (Allegro rna non 
troppo), Giga (Allegro). 
(Trio) D me.j, Adagio-
Allegro, Sarabande. (Largo), 
Allegro Assai. 
E maj. Adagio-Allegro me. 
poco, Adagio, Allegro. 
C min, Adagio, Vivace, 
Allegro rna non troppo. 
B min. Adagio, Allegro, Aria i 
(Gratioso), 
G min, Adagio, Allegro me. 
non troppo, Aria (Gratioso-
Altro), Allegro. 
23 
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The first two books of Leclair and Carelli will be 
'l sufficient for a comparison of their titles. The third and 
)1 fourth books of Lflclair will follow as an aid in studyine the 
1! thesis, 
II 
II 
'I I. Leclair - Bk. III Leclair - Bk. IV 
I' fl ~~'11 1so.nata sonata ~ A rnaj. Adagio, Allegro, 1. li Aria (Gratioso), 
;I 2 • Allegro. 
'·.'I' F rnaj. Andante, Allegro 
rna non treppe, Andante, 
2. 
II Giga ( Prestissimo), 
rl 
lj 3. 
~ 
il 4 ' 
5, 
6, 
7. 
s. 
9, 
10. 
11 • 
E min. Largo, Vivace, 
Aria (Andante-Altro), 
Allegro, Presto. 
(Trio) Bb Maj, Adagio, 
Allegro rna non treppe, 
Sarabande, Ciaconna 
(cello added). 
Bliiin.-Alfegro rna non 
treppe, Largo, Allegro, 
Prestissimo, 
3, 
4, 
5 •. 
C min. Grave, Allegro ma 6. 
non treppe, Gavotte 
(Andante-Altro), Allegro, 
A min, Largo, Allegro, 
Adagio, Gavotte (Allegro-
Altro}. 
7. 
8, C maj. Andante rna non 
treppe, Allegro, Assai, 
Andante, Tempo di Ciaconna. 
Eb rnaj. Courante (un noco 9. 
andante), Allegro 
moderato, Adagio, Vivace, 
F# min. Andante, Allegro 10. 
rna non treppe, Largo, Giga 
(Allegro). 
11. 
A maj. Adagio, Allegro, 
Assai, Andante, !Unuetto 
(Allegro moderato), 
E min, Andante, Allemanda 
(Allegro ma non troppo), 
Sarabanda (Adagio), 
Minuetto (Allegro ma non 
troppo). 
D maj. Un poco Andante, 
Allegro, Sarabande (Largo), 
Tambourine (Altro), 
A mej. Andante Spirituoso, 
Allegro, Sarabande (Largo), 
Presto, 
A min, Andante, Allegro 
Assai, Adagio, Allegro rna 
non troppo. 
D maj, Allegro, Adagio, 
Allegro-IT~ non troppo, Gige 
(prestissimo). 
G maj, Andante, Allegro rna 
non treppe, Aria, Giga 
(Allegro moderato), 
D maj. Allegro ma non treppe ·' 
Aria, Andante, Allegro, 
E maj, Andante, Allegro, 
Gavotta, Minuetto. 
G maj, Lergo, Alleero Assai, ,, 
Aria (Andante), Tambourine 
(Presto). 
G min. Andante, Allegro, 
Largo, Giga (Allegro), 
12. 
G min, Largo, Corrente 
(Alle~ro rna non treppe) 
Aria {Andante), Gavotta. 
G rnaj. Largo, Allegro, 
Largo, Allegro. 
12. G maj, Adagio, Allegro, 
Lareo, Ciaconna. 
- ~ ··-
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/ IV. f'.N!cLYSIS OF LECLAIR'S STYLE 
General Remarks 
/ 
The majority of Leclair's sonatas for violin alone with :! II 
!I figured bass are monothematic, in two-part form with a repeat 
II 
il 
r· ll 
1 
li 
il 
at the end of each part. The first part invariably ends in 
the dominant key and the second part sterts in the dominant 
key and progresses to the tonic at the close. The middle of 
the second part usually contains a short development section. 
~ Harmonic Scheme 
/ Leclair's harmonic scheme for the most part is quite sim-
The harmonic scheme used in the Allegro from Sonata V 
of Book I is very tjpical. If outlined it would be as follows: , 
T.D.T.S-D.D.T.D.T.D.T.l The first part of his two-part forms 
invariably ends on the dominant, the second part starts with 
the main theme in the dominant key and vror!{S baclc to the tonic. 
/ For variety within the movements of a sonata, Leclair 
almost always alternates the mode of the third movement. That 
is, if the sonata is in D major, the third movement is in D 
minor or vice-versa. Or, he may leave the third movement in 
the rame mode and add an "altro," a short development of the 
main theme in opposite mode to the movement in which the altro 
appears. 
I T--Tonic 
- I 
_ D--Dominant ~. . - _, 
. s~n:..-Sub-domineil.t 
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1! 
a. Use of :.:adulation 
----
Leclair loved to modulate. In Sonata IX, Book IV, the 
third movement has a beautifully v:orked out enharmonic modula-
tion from Ab !.:ajor to h Uajor using G# and Ab enharr.10nically. 
In the Adaeio from Sonata IV, Book III, he uses a very 
abrupt but pleasant chord. (Chord of the seventh in sub-dam-
inant with two alterations.) 
G"'-· J 3 .fo.,.,da. If 1 13..1< lJ1: 
au_1,(, 
*i-===E)-: -=--=--=--==-=:::::.::_--::::-+ __ =--=-= 
f---) - ·~~ ~: --tr:~ __ 1}==)a~tt-~- -~=--~ 
-= .•• ~-tj ~§( ~ c~ic :.If} J=f ::_:); 
Another example of Lfclair's love for modulation is from 
ii Sonata VIII, Book I. 
~ 
Both the melody end boss contain sequences, 
1 ll'" 
I 
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!J and the combination of the melody and the bass forms another 
It 
I[ 
I, 
I· il 
II 
I 
It I. 
'I 
" 
" 
delightful sequence of sevenths. 
b. Use of Sequences 
,I Leclair quite often v1ri tes long, extended sequences both 
melodically and harmonically. ( 'l'he precedint; example contains 
~ both melodic and ha~onic sequences.) Sometimes these sequences 
/i extend for ten measures or more. For example, in .Sonata VI, 
II 
" ii 
'I [ ::~-;~;..;undl!i ";.:Jo:l~win~ poe~ogo ' __ ~ _ _ _ ___ __ _  ---: :, 
, I•~~$'J=~~£1l~~;rr~t~~m-trur~t\ , 
=1 + = t i" -:-J ' 
i--_____ ____!,'3~1\_~f\l-XS_l_~_o f Itt I> ~v_i_Q~8.1_Mo.JI.f ..~ ~N Ts_. __ 
J..!. Slow I!ovo:;ments 
An examination of some of the most important and inter-
/ 
eating movements of Leclair's sonatas will make it easier to 
comprehend his style and appreciate his capabilities as a 
composer. 
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HiE first movements are invariablJ slow.l In his first 
--~1,__,1-here are oniJ two exceptions in ?.:ook I, none in Bookii, !j 
and two in Book III and IV.respectively.(refer,· to list onpp •. u-2.'1'> 
!i 
il !I li j 
Ill 
I ll 
II 
'I 
il 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
book these slow movements are not as difficult for the violin- ;;,·•;\: ..
1st and are not as heavily embellished as in the following 
three books. The Adagio of Sonata XII, Book III, for instance,' 
is extremely difficult, us even the first three measures will 
indicate, 
Leclair's bass parts are always very important and very 
il 
:1, interesting. In the continuo style of that time the composer 
I 
II 
- '#-
developed an interesting bass as well as melody. The real 
accompaniment was sugges t·ed in the continuo, (or figured bass) • : 
, 
In the first movement of Sonata XI, Book III, Leclair has a 
bass part which seems to be more important than the melody; 
at least it has much more motion, and is more like a melody 
-~~---------"-­
. ~-~--- ----
_________ ., __ ....... 
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The slow movements, which are usu!llly "Largo" or "Ada§Sio," ', 
contain some melodic or rhythmic elements which are propagated 'I' 
throughout the following movements of the sonata,l 
idea is exemplified in Sonat!:! II of the first book. 
I 
The cyclical 
The simi-
lari ty betv:een the two A 1 s and two B 1 s in the Adagio and 
Courante, respectively, is very evident. 
..-
~·. 13-k- r J-4-. tK .So"' "- t-A. 1-
ADAc::io 
:r"'' r-+ 
+___.._ 
, ,. ,., ~~ ~ + ""' , , , , 
, 
. 
, 
, 
,. ~ +--:'\ ~~ tf+-,. . -I " ~ -~-...,.-~ ,. 
O.ovr~ \'\i.e. 
-:f:::, +~ \ IW ,, -L ,..-:--.-
, <::>7 I L £ I I" 
. 
...,... . .J.~ -,~:--:---.. ~ 
. 7.. 
.... . 
This example is not an isolated one, since L~c1air in 
most of his sonatas has e strict thenatic coordination between 
1 Compare v;i th page 13 vnd 30 
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1: 
~~ all the movements of the same senatE. The theme does not 
!, il always appear in full, a~ the above example shows, but the 
~ 11 various movements draw upon the first theme in part, sometimes 
II 
·[ only in the restatement of themes, sometimes in rhythr.lic pattern, 
II i and sometimes in the repetition of melodic incidental phrases. 
it II The Adagio from Sonata VI, Baal{ I, has an excellent example. 
'I ~ Compare it with the Vivace of th~ same sonata. 
!I ~ra-sona.ta:-(:.-13,.oli: r II 7 ; 
li 
n 
i: 
![ 
I 
I 
... ---· ·-·---------
In spite of the influences of LocAtelli, Somis, and 
Carelli, Leclair maintains a distinct personal character in 
his melodies, particulr.rly in' the slow movements, v;here he 
ii displays a tonal line of purity, grace, and a grave melancholy 
,, 
1 which seems to be his own individual characteristic. }or ex-
\11 
' II 
·' ! 
' ~; 
ample, in the opening of Sonata. IV of the first book, this 
grace and gravity is exemplified and a meditative quality is 
gained by a seguenc~ of falling suspensions. 
30 
' 
Leclair made great use of embellishments, especially in 
his slovr movements. As early as the first book he built up 
com~licated figurations; using sixteenth, thirty-second, and 
sixty-fourth notes, trills, grace notes, etc. ~he original 
theme of the Adagio of Sonata III of the first book is embell-
ished as the movement concludes. 
1¥·"-1· 5o-.. ... ta.. 3 B •• t.: r _ o~i r i -n&.f -rhe "Me 
O.IG.7io 
.I\ .. ~~-+:::L: 
-
~ ~ 
. 
• 
-
, 
• . 
-
-tf.c...,e. ... t c.lose. oJ n.ove.~ .. -..t f.. 
I ..-.. ~ 0 , +- ... ..,_ ~- t.. 
" ' .. • • • 7 
. . 
·-
., 
Acain, notice the embellistnent in the .Andabte ~pirituoao 
(3/4) in Sonata IV, Book IV. ,. Leclair writes much more diffi-
cult passages in his fourth book. ~his imitation of the sound 
of two violins reminds one a little of the middle section of 
the second movement of the ::endelssohn Concerto in E minor, 
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In the Largo (3/4) of Sonata XII of Book IV, there is an 
abundance of grace notes end trills. And yet he still main-
tains a certain sadness end ~elancholy in the melody; in fact, 
the embellishments se~. to help create this mood • 
.t.f. ~6 ~O'na.tL 1:1.,-~••<t'lJt 
L.l."c!" 
,JI"_ I ++ -+- 0 
• 
_?.. Allerros 
Next in ircportance to l~clair 1 s slm·; movements nre his 
'i Allegros. 'Ihe tempo mark, ,\llee;ro, wn:: employed not only in 
the second rroovement, but also in the fourth wovement. (!.:any 
examples of these tenpo marks are found in the list on pages 
22, ~,3, and 24.) The JUle2,ros of the first book are somewhat 
archaic, ancient, and rather stilted, with monotonous figura-
tions. 'lhe composer improves their life !'Dd Ch8racter in his 
32 
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:r ~1 second book, particularli wit11 regard to variation of rhythm. 
,
1 
:;otice the interestine; rhythm of the therr.e of Sonata I, Book 
!\ 
'I II: 
' 
J-<1. ~'f 5" ..,. f). -t 4. l /aoo.t JL 
~~-~ ;'\ ~0 .e..~ r !.+ -1- + /!-, "1: IL , , ,,, • • 
Contrast this v1i th the crude rhythm of the Vivace of 
Sonata VIII of Book I. 
-·· --
A+· :lEO 5<>11 a.-1: 4. g Book I 
vi~ACE 
+""' :"\ + , ·{:: i=:t::: ~# u. , , .. I , 
v 
, 
~()Y ; 
In the Allee;ro of Sonata IX of 3ook II, L~cleir• !lChieves 
a feelin~:: of excitement and passion throuGh the use of risine; 
sequences and syncopation. 
-
, 
Prob~.bly one of Leclair's r-·.ost interesting Allec;ros i:o the 
'J) one from Son:•ta IV, 5ook II. ~hrou;)wut thi1• entire senate 
1 his use of harmony is very skillful end interestinc. In this 
Allegro, v:hich is in two-p!\rt form, he uses rm ascendine; 
33 
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sequence, beautiful both melodicnlly end harmonically, and 
arrives in the key of C# ~.:inoro, 
.R.4. :2.7 6o 77 il. -1: a. 4 • <Goo J:: 7r 
~ "'~ • -+' C\ +-+, ... .,,j-rJ-· ..1-~..JI.. + _,.. 
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_tl + #,r , -r ~ , 
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v..:tr . # -r II- .L -:!:: • :(:. ::f= f ,t- ... 'I+ ;I ~ ::/:= ~ , 
l f I I IT 
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·~· , 
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\\~fl' 3 + , 
' 
Ji.t" 
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/ Sometimes Leclair's Alletros are in Rondo form, as in the 
second movement of Sonata IX, Book III. In his ~londo form he 
veries the theme almost every time he uses it, A diee;ram of 
the form would be sornethint:; like this: a. :n: t ~<.. t- a.' .l a.." :If a. : U 
• 
In Sonata XII, Book III, the secane n:ovement, which is an 
"Hlegro, uses theme and variations form v1ith a coda in ~.ue;ment-; 
otion and :marked "Adae;io," 
' , 
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:c. Fuc;ue-like l.:ovements 
Another interesting Allegro is the second :r.10ver,1ent of 
Sonata IV, Book I. This is definitely in fue;ue style and the 
'I 
subject shows a certain sinilari ty to that used by Bach in the i 
I 
first movements of the Brandenbure; Concerto Number Three,(ex.2G) 
This little fie;ure was a popular one with L~clair and in the 
Adagio of Sonata I, Book III, it is used as an accompaniment 
throuc;hout every measure of the bass part. 
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Quite often these Allesros pre in fuQle style !lnd the 
, continuo in these C!'ses is extremely importent. (Reference 
has already been r"ade to this in ex. 33,) In the J,llegro of 
SOlll\te 12, Bool{ I, this fut.ue style is very ap;.Jarent and adds 
creat interest to the movement, 
,. 
Leclair's use of heavy chords 
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on the accented beats mal{es the fue;ue sound very powerful, 
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Other Allegros have been referred to in connection with a 
discussion of Leclairls harmonic schene, style, etc. 
3. Dance !.Iovements 
(; . 
a. Gigues -,. 
The Gigues, or Gigas, as Leclair calls them, were much 
C" 
more popular with him than the Einuets. !1e has used t\"el ve of 
them in his 48 Sonatas,l These were lively dance movements 
usually marked "Allegro." (One is Presto, another frestissimo.) 
Uos t of them are in 6/8 or 12/8 time. Three of them arc, in 
6/4 time,;, These gigas are usually COI!lposed of !l'elodies 
containine; six even eie;hth notes V'ith an occassiomcl rest on 
a dotted quarter. 
--- --~---
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1 Bo •k I has five; Book II has two; Boo~ III hAs two; 
Boolc IV hes three. Sf 
;; Please refer to list on ~~or therces of these rat_ues, 
• 
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Sometimes, in order to break the monotony of these even 
eighth notes, he inserts two sixteenth notes between two 
eighth notes, as in Sonata VII, Book IV. 
..e.f.· 3.t - s ....... -t ..... 7, 8ool: W- ~ 't. :1. 
IL , t.. .:,...L -t-
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Sonatas I, II, VII, of Book I contain Gigas with this same 
fugure. The Gie;a from Sonata V, Book I, has a lilt and char-
acter very similar to the common Irish jigs. 
RA/-· 3 3- So-..&ta. 5', B.>.k J:' 
~i&a.. 
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from Sonata X, Book IV. 
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L~clair used most of the dances of his time throuchout 
his sonatas, such as J,;inuet, Sarabsnda, Allemands, Gavotte, 
Musette, Courante, and Tambourine. In addition to these dance 
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movements he quite often added a movement entitled "Aria," 
This was usually marked 11 Gratioso," or "Andante." Each of these 
i 
and their use by Leclair will be discussed briefly in the above' 
order, 
~ J.:inuets 
There are only four minuets in all forty-eight Sonatas 
for violin alone, (One in the first book, one in the third book~ 
and two in the fourth book,) They all are very delightful, 
, particularly the one in Sonata No, I of Book IV, 
The first minuet in Book One is in the fifth movement. 
It would seem as if L~cleir added this minuet as an afterthousht, 
since practically all his sonatas have four movements, Bach 
and Handel often do this in their sui tea, In the B l·iinor 
Suite, Bach adds a last movement entitled "Badinerie," which 
is a light, chatting movement, L'8clair 1 s minuet is written 
in D Hajor and in da capo form, with the D.c. marked at the 
end of the second part. The second part is in A major, One 
of the characteristics of his minuets is the use of double-
stops, of which this one is almost entirely composed. These 
double-stops create a deep, sonorous effect • 
..£o/-·3:> --~o-,a.id. '1.1 R-Ic!. I 
j'f\ i"' of e. trb 
-fA.. I I J J ..... \ " ..... ~ - I , .. 
... ~ -.. 
, .. .... . ~ 
r~y. "'\" ., r r· I I I Q..l..jjj" 
• 
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The second minuet is in Book III, Sonata IX. (Book II has 
no minuets,) This minuet has a very happy, and almost imper-
tinent mood. Below is the charming theme. 
r~: ~ -- So '>I a... -l Z... <f 1 /?,"" /( .ill:: 
Mi"'" e-th 
' > ;,. ~ • ' ' ... .., 'g~g~~~§ 
-t-
'-----------·---· ---- ------ -------
IV. 
One of L~clair 1 s loveliest minuets is in Sonata I, Book 
I This one has a very captivating lilt with a restful chnnse, 
to minor in the second part, It is written in A Najor. "!.'he 
form would probably be best classified as theme and variations. 
'rhe m~nor section hBs a new theme on which Leclair builds very 
orna.te varirtions. The return to part one in major is inter-
esting because he states only four measures of the orlginal 
theme as they are, then elaborates with a slurred stacatto 
variation in sixteenth notes and closes with this varietion. 
The complete minuet (a realization of the continuo by the 
author) may be found at the end of this thesis. 
Sonata II of Book IV also has an unusual minuet, It is 
in E minor, marked "Allegro rna non troppo." An interesting 
feature of this minuet is the cndenza in the middle. It is 
•. 
a rapid passage of sixteenth notes Vlith much crossinG of strin€,S• 
(Following is the reain theme e.nd a portion of the cadenza.) 
l 
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The Sarebanda is a slow, stately dance of Spanish oriGin 
r in 3/4 meter with the accent on the second beat, It is usually' 
I 
i 
1 
. I 
marked "LarGo" (one is Adagio) and the long notes are embell-
ished 
minor 
by trills • 
and in 3/2 
The one in Sonata IV of Book IV is in F# 
meter. It has a very noble melody v1i th a touch 
of that melancholy of Leclair's, 
.»4· 38- Sd.-ra.ba...,J..4. 
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The Allemande. is a German dance of moderate tempo, 
usually 4/4 time. The Allemande was always Corelli's first 
movement in his 11 sonate de camera" except when he used a prelude. 
The usual order of dances in an old suite (which is the same 
as the sonata da cpmera) is Allemande, Courrente, Sarabnnda, 
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Gigue. Carelli follows this order very strictly but Leclair, 
because he seems to combine senate de. camera with sonBta da 
chiese., has no set place for the Allemande.. He has three in 
Book I, none in Books II and III, and only one in BookiV. All 
of these are either second or third movements, and are marked 
"Allegro." He very often uses passae;es er:ploying two strings 
in these, such as in No. 7 and No. 9 in Book I. 
£:1-. 3~ .Icne.1: a.. 1, r!.ook I 
Aile-... ... »d.A-~~~'~'~gJ~~~~JI~~t'~~~~-~~-~~~~~§-~-~~ 
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The Gavotte. we.s quite p 
eight in his forty-eicht son 
# IV # 
e.votta 
opular " v;ith Leclair. He used 
atas. The Gavotte is a French 
dance in common time(4/4) and in two parts, each of which is 
!i repeated.! In the follov;ing example, the Qavotta is found in 
' 
, the third movement. 
:I ,, 
As has been mentioned under Harmonic 
------
,, Scheme, if the sonnta is in major, the Gavotte is in minor or 
\.' 1 vice versa. If he does not al term,te in this manner, he edds 
· a sort of trio to the Gavotte, cial.led~ "nltro," v1hich is in 
l 
,, r- 1 GavoftaTs a term derived fro-- people of the "pays de 
, Gap" in ''Dauphine" called "Gnvots. "(Groves I'ictionary, 3rd ed., 
,~-==•'""~,~=~~ ~~Vol;''2i··p ;' 358) ~~~~~~--~~----· ,,,, '" 
, 
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the opposite mode to the Gavotte. The Gavotte from Sonata VI 
of Book III, called "Le Tombeau," which is in C minor has, for 
instance, an altro in C major. Tb.is is one of the most inter- • 
esting Gavottas, and is from one of his best known sonRtas. 
-- - ---
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~ J·:usette 
In all of Leclair's sonatas there is only one Musette, 
A Musette is a short pastoral dance-tune (often part of the 
Gavotta) in duple or triple time with a drone bass. In 
early sonatas the musette was used after a Gavotte as a 
second Gavotta, but Leclair disregards this practice and 
places it before the Gavotta, in fact it has more of the 
character of his minuets. It is in Rondo form and would be 
p ...... To-..; .. 
diagrammed as follows: tl.; 11: t. ,._ .._ :II: c 1>.. : D 
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This t:usette is written for trio; violin, cello, and 
continuo. 
s .. ,.. ~ t. ... r, ra •• l.!r -- -- -· !Vol·"'' -
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~ Courante 
The Courante is a French dance of lively character, 
usually 3/4 time, marked "Allegro!' / Leclair uses only 
three of these dances, one in Book I and .two in Book IV. 
,i The one in Sonata IX of Book IV is in the true French style 
and even has the French spelling 11 Courante!' It is in 6/4 
time and marked 11 un poco andante." It has the typical 
f-
short pick-up note and is distinguished by a predominance of 
dotted notes, much like the Courantes in Bach's "English 
Suites" which in spite of their name are truly French. 
, 
Compare Leclair's Courante from Sonata IX, Book IV with the 
one from Bach's English Suite No. 4, 
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: The other two Courantes are in the Italian style and are 
:Allegro in 3/4 time,l 
~ Tambourine 
LEi'clair includes one "Tambourine" and this is found in 
:. Sonata 10, Book Ill. It is in 2/4 time and marked "Presto." 
, An interesting characteristic of this movement is the quarter 
· note rhythmic low "C" in the continuo which is repeated 
throughout the entire piece. This is to imitate the "Tambour 
: de Basque," which was a small hand drum used along with the 
flute to accompany an old Provencal dance. The dance derives 
its name from the Tambour drum, 
' i 
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l Book I Sonata II; Book IV Sonata XI. Please refer 
,, to thematic index. 
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~ Ciaconna 
This sums up the dances employed by Leclair in his 
sonatas, His works contain one other from which is worthy 
of mention and that is the "Ciaconna. 11 He did not use any 
of these until his third book (which has two; fourth book 
has one) probably because of the demands this form made upon 
the execution of double stops and chords, The Ciaconna is 
an obsolete dance, probably of Spanish origin,l It was 
usually in 3/4 time with the accent on the second beat of 
the bar, in a moderately slow tempo, and actually was a 
series of variations on a bass melody eight measures in 
length. It closely resembles the "Passacaglia." L~clair 
used the Ciaconna three times as last movements. Probably 
the most interesting one is from Sonata 12, Book III. It is 
the more complicated and more thoroughly developed than the 
others, The Ciaconna from Sonata 12 is definitely theme and 
variations, while the other two have a middle section which 
goes to minor and gives them the semblance of strict da capa 
form. 
In this Ciaconna from Sonata 12, Book III, there is a 
typical eight-measure Ciaconna theme, all in double-stops, 
and then an eight-measure answer, This theme is developed 
1 Grove's Dictionary, 3rd Edition, Vol. I, p. 596 
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through nineteen variations, usine every conceivable 
technical device. It ends in the original key(G) with heavy 
chords in the violin part marked 11 largamente e marcato, 11 and 
, also a ritardando in the last four measures, This movement 
is very difficult • 
. • 
' 
, 
Technical Devices Used in Leclair's sonatas 
, 
. In his first book, with but few exceptions, Leclair 
! keeps the range of his sonatas within the first three 
positions of the violin, As he progresses towards the 
fourth book, the range lengthens until he engulfs the 
complete seven positions, (tuite often he writes complete 
movements that do not use the G string, This is done because 
all forty-eight sonatas, with the exception of three which 
he writes for trio, are written for flute as well as violin 
and the flute does not sound well in the low register. 
A. Double-stops 
When writing double-stops he treats them as soprano 
~ and alto writing the stems for soprano upward and the stems 
for alto downward. This makes it easy to follow the theme 
in his polyphonic Allegros and Ciaconnas. / Leclair loves to 
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use double-stops and vre have many examples to illustrate this. 
(Some instances of these double-stops have already been 
referred to,) In fact, throughout all his sonatas, parti-
cularly from Book II on, there are double-stops in great 
quantities in each sonata. They give his music an unusual 
1 sonority and elegance. As an example the Gavotte from his 
sonata "Le Tombeau" will be given, 
r I I I 
Although Leclair's works were not the first in France 
to contain double-stops, he certainly employed them in a 
much more interesting manner than had been done up to his 
time, Somis influenced L~clair considerably in the use of 
double-stops but even before studying with Somis, he had a 
fine knowledge of double-stops as exemplified in the Gavott~ 
of Sonata IV, Book I. 1 Notice, this passage can all be 
played in the third position, and there are chords of three 
and four notes. 
J_ 1 Jl.-i.·"k :~"b'~ .,,)~;...\' rJ J-1 ;l -. 1 :C b . ll11 ~ +ll ' .,. :.;. : .... 
• 1_ 
r 
compo!efi~cla:r had not studied with Somis when Book I was 
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In one instance Leclair becomes so much interested in 
writing the desired harmony in his chords that he directs a 
note to be stopped with the left thumb. (This is found in 
Allegro 4/4 of Sonata XII Book 1 ) , • 
f 1- • '17- Sa.. <itA. 1'-J fioo k ..1-
.... 
f11. • 
-\"---1 • 
~ t~ :t~~ -; , 
'·I£ poue. e (tf... tl. .. .,. b) 
In the seme sonata in the second Allegro 6/8 is another 
example of the use of large chords. 
' r f?JC. 'I fi - So-,.ah. 11, a •• k 1: 
'~~ Aile .... m -~·r-BJ ~ 
·., _s; 1 J=fBitr~Jitiiirt-47~-r@k£·~ 
. -¥- .. ~ , 
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In the second book Leclair perfects this technique of 
writing double-stops. He employs them in lively movements, 
in very high positions, and requires the little finger to 
play unisons on two strings. In tryinr; to play some of the 
fast movements with double-stops, one realizes what a 
superb tec'b.nique he must have had • 
: 
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1. Double Trill 
' --''-"'"'""""'"""·-"''"~ :: -: 
Closely related to double-stops is the double trill 
(trilling on two strings at once). Leclair did much toward 
developing this trill and uses double trills in his sonatas 
very often. In Sonata VI, Book II, in the "Allegro ma non 
1 troppo" is the following passage: 
:; 
In his third and fourth books he has no consideration 
for the violinist, writing many of these double trills, in 
difficult positions, also using double-stops with aVIkward 
string crossings and backward stretches for the fingers. 
Here is an example from the Adagio in sonata I Book IV. 
I f>j(. ~ .. - s.,., ... t ... I I I!Jook [!'' A I>A eio ~--JL.)_ii)_b,.i_J_(!.L_ F ell -e~ ~- ~C&-Ji=n~m~t:-
/ Leclair has no regard for difficulties after his first 
book and after studying with Somis. He piles difficulties 
one on top of the other. 
second movement of Sonata 
difficult it is to play. 
Notice the passn£e in the Allegro, 
VIII of Book II, and how dangerously 
·''"""·'~"''- --.,..z-,..,..--~---~·-·· 
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And again in the last movement, "Allegro rna non troppo 11 of 
the same sonata: 
B. Large Skips 
, Leclair also has a habit of making large skips rapidly 
which require great skill in placement shifting.l Observe 
the large skip of three octaves in the Vivace 3/4 from Sonata 
X, Book II. Again, notice the fieuration (marked A) which he 
continually borrows from the works of Locatelli. 2 
i Finding a note rapidly while bow is not on the string 
to audibly help in getting the rieht pitch. 
2 Look at ex. 5, 6 and 7, 
-.,-_--,o---.--~_-,----~ ------------- ·----------
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In the Andante from Sonata IV, Book IV, there is a 
large skip at the end of a rapid arpeggio.l 
£'l. S>'f - ~. h A q 1 Boo!< • IY-
if-'it-- • 
• 
Another technical device of Leclair's is the use of 
skips of tenths to decorate a melod~. For example: 
EX-Sf: 
, 
-+- ~ # 
._ 
y v v p J"LT_ ___. 
,. r3 
1 Notice example 9 and 9a • 
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In Sonata VIII of Book I, he combines both the motives A 
and B of ex. 50 into a very delightful sequence. 
Er-4'~-~ ..... t ... K J I! • • 1-( .X:. ---~ ---
A-..ia... + -n • -::rJ,---:r - +-.- . 
- fe_,_ 
-« ~- -, -
LU , w •_,_ ur·~J· 
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Leclair was not satisfied to use these tenths in their 
various forms but quite often had sequences using skips as 
large as two octaves and a third. sonata IX of Book IV has 
a good example of these large skips. 
El-S7- £cnd.ia. '11 ·n •• t; IT 
r All~~-..o :f:!: ;= ~ :f; ;t ~ !:" !: ~ [: f: ,./!.. ~ • 
A little later in the same movement of this sonata, the 
following passage is found. Here again th&se t;rest skips 
are found, but this time in the form of arpeggios. The 
passage reminds one of the £irst piano sonata by Scarlatti • 
54 
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~ The following little technical device taken from Sonata I 
!i 
Book IV (Allegro Assai) is also found in Caprice No. XI by 
Locatelli • 
~-
-------- ----
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C. BowiE£ 
Leclair had an extremely well-developed bow technique 
for his time. In the Allemanda of Sonata VII of the first 
'i book, the following ornamented passage demands a flexible 
'! 
wrist and good bow control. 
Ci.• ,0- So"h4-fa.. 'l1 t1o•K. It 
' - ~~,~ ~ 
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L~clair also developed a very effective stacatto, botb 
'i up bow and down bov1. He slurred fifteen stacntto notes after 
! 
'I 
i\ 
a martele down bow in the Allegro Assai, Book IV, Sonata I. 
Sometimes he changed from doVln .bon stacatto to up bow 
stacatto in the middle of a passage, such as in the Allegro 
of Sonata X, Book I. This was done to bring out a special 
• 
• 
il 
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I The system of notation used in the prints of Leclair's 
:j sonatas was the same as that used in other contemporary 
i prints, The notes he made were the same as our present day ~ notes but he used the old quarter rest which VIas an inverted 
I ,, 
1 eighth rest (1'). He also used a flat to cancel a sharp 
rather than e. natural. At the end of each staff were two 
little lines -
11 next staff would be, 
I 
indicating what the next note on the 
Another thing which is different from 
I !I 
I j 
jl 
ij 
·i 
' !! 
' 
\i 
our modern notation is that when a note was dotted the dot 
d1d not oppoor ii;tjf ;/J~"il took plooo in tho othor porto, 
The following sign was used for e. De.l Signo :£i,. , and the 
standard repeat sign was used :11: • For a sinGle turn, or 
mordente, for which the usual sign is-, a plus sign (+) was 
placed to the side of a note and for a trill the same sign 
(i") \7aa placed directly above or below the note • 
Not many marks of expression other than "piano" and 
"forte" are found within his sonatas. To express crescendo 
'! and decrescendo Leclair used the following marks: pp mp mf f =="~--'"·- .. --~-· .. :~=-·~=·"''"'""-"'=="""""-=""=<=o.=--·-·---o-;·o'O'· ,--~- ,--,., --. ·-~ ·· ~- ·- · · ·· ---··· ··· -·-· ·.·-e·.··,,-,,,-,.-=...,. . '''":' · · c ,--; •·-o. -- ' •• 
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mf mp pp. In the Aria in Sonata 7 Book II the two marks of 
expression 11 tendrement 11 (tenderly) and 11 fierement 11 (spiritedly) 
are found. 
~ Abbreviations 
L6clair used many abbreviations when putting his ideas 
\i unto writing. For ;! instance, the follov1ine idea is first 
!i 
1; written this way, 
ff 
ii 
~ ~ and then is abbreviated like ~ with the 
ij same",) printed above, 
1
1 in chords • 
\ f. 
th~sth: e * 51 ? 1 t 7 ? f 
word "seque11 (meaning ij _ ~ ~ ; 
His arpeggios are invariably printed 
~ 
A chord of four notes represents eight thirty-second notes, 
',; a chord of three notes represents six thirty-second notes, ~ 
'I 
etc. abbreviation v1hich he used: Here is another 
-A-i\ -A 
_,_, ~~,'l 
. 
lin r , , , • 
"' 
, 
YO , ~· 
~ l 
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Opus & 
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Op.2 
Op.l 
Op.l 
Op.2 
Op.5 
Op,5 
Op.5 
Op.5 
Op,5 
Op,5 
Op.9 
Op.9 
Op.9 
Op.9 
Op.9 
Op.9 
Op,9 
Op,9 
Op,9 
Op.2 
Op,2 
Op,2 
Op.2 
Op,2 
Op,9 
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Op,2 
Op,2 
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5 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
5 
12 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
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X, SUMMARY 
Jean Marie Leolair we.s ane of: the greatest violin virtuosos of: all 
tilne, and certainly the greatest in France. He was influenoed considerably 
by Giovanni Battista Somis; and his technique improved considerably while 
studying with Semis. As a caoposer, Leolair will be reoembered longest ror 
his sonatas f:or violin alone with continuo. In these sonatas Leolair l!lllde 
great usa of: cyclical treatnent which can be traoed through Arcangelo 
Corelli, Johann Ros~ller,and Paul Peurl as f:ar back as the year 1611. 
These sonatas are in a form which is a combination of: the sonata de. 
chiesa and sonata da camera, The l!lB.jority of: his first mover:tents are slow 
and in two-part form, and each part is repeated, The slow movements are 
monothematio with a short development seotion in the second part. This 
development section pointed the way to true sonata t:orm. 
Leolair' s t:ast movements are usually marked "Allegro." They are very 
spirit-ed. and quite often the last movement is a Gigue, Theme and varia-
tions form is most popular, although some of his Allegros are patterned 
after the :FUgue. 
All the dance movements of the sonata da canera were employed by 
Leclair; Minuet, Sarabanda, Allemande., Gavotte., lfusette, Courante, and 
Tambourine. In addition to these dance movements, he wrote several very 
interesting 6iaconnas. 
Leolair's great technical ability as a violinist is apparent in his 
' sonatas, He employed double-stops very freely, and enjoyed writing and 
playing the double trill, His compositions are filled with large skips, 
which required perfect placement shi'ting and an excellent bow technique, 
• 
• 
He continually wrote passages {involving muoh stri:'lg crossing) m'liah 
demand a very flexible right wrist. Slurred staccato, both up-bow 
~ and down-bow, was freely used, 
\1 Leclair's sonatas are very violinistio and many of' them have been 
'I i] reprinted by modern publishers. Sonata Nwnber Six of' Book III, entitled 
! "Le Tombeau, • is probably the most i'amous one and the one most oi'ten 
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